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THRIFTING

Their Midtown vintage market draws thousands
of customers

BY COURTNEY PARISH

NNB Student Reporter

To these upbeat volunteers, every animal is a
priority

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — The weather is

Her job: make white people aware of blacks’
struggles

gradually starting to cool down. In anticipation of a
few cold spells, people are starting to pull out the
sweater boxes and seeing what needs to be

His work graces public places and private homes
around the country

updated in their fall wardrobe. Most of us cannot

At the age of 6, she knew what she wanted to be

afford to revamp our closet with the latest from
They shared a childhood of tense times, warm
memories

Tampa Bay Fashion Week. Lucky for us retro and
vintage wear is still in vogue. Where there is a will,

He rocks ‘n’ rolls in a music buff’s dream job

Goodwill has a way.

Photojournalist finds her bliss behind the camera
Thrifting, the act of shopping at thrift store has
Unsavory people and heinous crimes? That’s his
beat

recently become popular among 15-25 year olds
thanks to singer Macklemore’s hit song Thrift Shop.
According to the book Fashion Marketing and

By being honest about who he is, he makes a
difference

Theory, by Gianpaolo Vignali and Claudio Vignali,
this age bracket is heavily targeted by the fashion
and retail industry.
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13 Years later, she’s back as a teacher and role
model

Rack advertising winter coats at the Goodwill in
Midtown.

A Sunday tradition: faith and fancy hats

“The Goodwill here in Midtown welcomes people of
all ages through its door,” Ricky Smith, a Goodwill employee said. The different age groups approach
the racks differently when it comes to perusing the clothing racks. “Older patrons tend to by the basics

For Times photojournalist, life’s a day at the
beach

and lean towards some of the more generic looking styles,” Smith, said.

Pop open a cold one at Midtown’s 3 Daughters
Brewing

Janelle Kay, is a Journalism student at St. Petersburg College. She is a frequent thriftier and hunts the
racks for whatever clothes fit the look she is going for that day. “I look for vintage and interesting pieces

Polish distillery brings distinctive spirits to
Midtown

that I can either wear or alter,” Kay, said.

On patrol, the routine can suddenly turn serious

Sometimes Kay sells her reinvintaged clothes to Revolve Clothing Exchange in downtown St.

At alternative weekly, food and drink are her
beats

Petersburg, Fla. She gets inspiration for her reinvintage designs from Lucky and other fashion
magazines. Altering clothing is just a hobby, but shopping at Goodwill allows Kay to enjoy the hobby
without breaking the bank.
There is an art to thrifting if you are looking to score a deal on some sweet retro threads. Bloggers Elsie
and Emma, of A Beautiful Mess have achieved pro status when it comes to thrifting. They shared ten
thrifting tips with readers on their blog.
1. Keep a list of what you want and need. This will save you time if you are in a hurry and don’t
have time to sift through all the racks.

Passionate piano, colorful footwear help him
coach journalists
Mining disaster helped steel him for a new
career in public relations
As college building goes up, he’s a maestro in
Midtown
School strives to break the cycle of generational
poverty
He finds the facts, the people and the payments
that elude others

2. Only buy what you love. It is easy to get overwhelmed with things you like. Only leave with what
you love so you don’t get overwhelmed with iffy clothing.
3. Stay open minded. You never know what is going to turn up at Goodwill. Be patient and did
through all the T-shirts and Moo-Moos to find that one of a kind gem.
4. Keep a schedule and shop frequently. Try going once a week in the middle of the week. You
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He lives his son’s dream, every step of the way
Lorene’s is still thriving after two decades in The
Deuces
Inside a struggling middle school, the student
newspaper is thriving
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will have better odds and the beet the weekend crowd. Keep a schedule of the hours and sales for
your favorite stores.
5. Prepare yourself. Some stores only take cash. Keep a mental note of who is plastic friendly and
who isn’t so you are not surprised when you get to the register.
Samantha Harland is a first time thrifter and already addicted to the thrift store-shopping scene. “My
friend introduced me to thrift shopping. I like looking for unique items that I can take home and alter. I
am not afraid to play around and try new clothes here because everything is so cheap,” Harland said.
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